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It’s been a long time!
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• Last meeting I hosted was 6th September at 
South Lodge

• Keith hosted the December meeting at 1 LWP
• Sorry we had to cancel the March 2020 meeting 

at such short notice



How has the pandemic affected our teams at 
Benchmark Capital?
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– We were ahead of the curve in anticipating full 
lockdown

– Within 1 week we had over 400 staff working 
remotely

– We have worked hard to support all our staff
– We have not furloughed staff and no intent to 

use government support



Benchmark to Brisbane!
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• Inspired by Captain Sir Tom Moore our staff are 
raising money for our local NHS heroes

• We are attempting to travel 10,000 miles over 
four weeks, from Benchmark to Brisbane

• Our aim is to raise £1 for every mile travelled
• All money raised will be donated to Surrey & 

Sussex Healthcare Trust
• Benchmark will match £10,000

We’ve currently travelled 5883 miles and raised £7,954

Just Giving.com  #BenchmarktoBrisbane



Lockdown at Best Practice
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Best Practice – business as usual?
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– During “lockdown” we have on-boarded a 
number of new firms to the network, fully 
remotely

– Also completed an acquisition that you may have 
seen this reported in the trade press last week

– There are also a number of projects going on 
and you will hear about those today



Digital revolution
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– This virtual meeting is now part of daily life
– I am delighted that so many of you have been 

able to join
– My own experience
– There is always an opportunity



Thrilled to introduce David White
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– David joined us as Group Managing Director in 
February

– Some of you may know David in his former roles
– David will be focusing on the day to day 

management of the whole business



My role going forward
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– Thanks to David I will free up much more time to 
focus on projects and innovation

– I will still maintain my Chartered Status
– Still advise a few clients!
– Keith will act as anchor in the Best Practice 

meetings and I would be delighted to attend as a 
speaker and a guest at future meetings
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In summary
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– Best Practice is a very special business to me
– I would like to thank you all for your continued 

support
– On behalf of the whole team:  a BIG thank you


